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Program
Instrumental Music Director: Mr. Richie Sebastian
Vocal Music Director: Ms. Shelby Smith

STRING ORCHESTRA
Holiday of Hanukkah Overture  Traditional
Dona Nobis Pacem  W.A. Mozart  arr. Susan C. Brown
Jingle All the Way  James Lord Pierpont  arr. Victor Lopez
Cantique de Noel (O Holy Night)  Adolphe Adam  arr. Chip Davis
Carol of the Bells/Greensleeves  Mikola Leontovich  arr. Larry Clark

TRUMPET
- Jessy Bui
- Justin Hong
- Long Huynh
- Michael Lai
- Rodolfo Llamas Jr.
- Dung Nguyen
- James Nguyen
- Joseph Nguyen*
- Ailen Pham
- Matthew Phan
- Nalyn Tanwongprasert
- Britney
- Thibodeau*

MARCHING BAND
Royal Christmas Parade  arr. Gary P. Gilroy
Rage  B. Hilton

MEN ENSEMBLE
The 12 Days After Christmas  Frederick Silver

WOMEN ENSEMBLE
All I Want for Christmas  arr. Mac Huff

MARCHING BAND
King Tony
Sacred Geometry of Chance (I, II, III)  Ian Grom/John Mapes
        (featuring “The Gambler”); Helen Hoang, flute soloist

INTERMISSION (10 minutes)

PERIOD 2 CONCERT CHOIR
Winter Sings Her Song  David Waggoner
Josie Nguyen and Evaden Ruiz, soloists

PERIOD 3 CONCERT CHOIR
God Rest You, Merry Gentlemen  arr. Elizabeth Campbell

COMBINED CHOIRS
Kuwa Na Krisnasi Njema  Lois Brownsey/Marti Lantz
Brian Tieu, Drumming

MELLOPHONE
- Steven Ho
- Boi-Hien Huang
- Kevin Trinh
- Leslie Zuazo*

TRUMPET
- Jessy Bui
- Justin Hong
- Long Huynh
- Michael Lai
- Rodolfo Llamas Jr.
- Dung Nguyen
- James Nguyen
- Joseph Nguyen*
- Ailen Pham
- Matthew Phan
- Nalyn Tanwongprasert
- Britney
- Thibodeau*

MARCHING BAND
King Tony
Sacred Geometry of Chance (I, II, III)  Ian Grom/John Mapes
        (featuring “The Gambler”); Helen Hoang, flute soloist

INTERMISSION (10 minutes)

CONCERT BAND
MEMBERS
- Sheila Do (Flute)
- Katelyn Nguyen (Flute)
- Nhat-Chau Nguyen (Alto Sax)
- Kristen Nguyen (Clarinet)
- Derrick Luu (Clarinet)
- Jesus Pedraza (Trumpet)
- PJ Huynh (Horn)

TROMBONE/BARITONE
- Toby Hoang
- Alvin Nguyen
- Sarah Nguyen
- Isaac Schweitzer
- Kayla Schweitzer
- Anton Ta
- Anh Tran
- Dan Tran
- Peter Vu
- Garrett Woo

COLOR GUARD
- Demi Dang
- Esther Huynh
- Hillary Ngo*
- Julia Ngo*
- David Nguyen#
- Julie Vy Nguyen
- Karen Nguyen
- Kristine Nguyen
- Laura Nguyen#
- Stephanie Nitta
- Kevin Son
- Thanh-Mai Tran
- Kathy Van
- Christina Yang#

TUBA
- Alvin Bui#
- Kyle Bui
- Long Bui
- Loc Dao
- Bryan Le
- Jacob Ossamang
- Brigitte Sabello
- Michael Vu

MEN ENSEMBLE
The 12 Days After Christmas  Frederick Silver

WOMEN ENSEMBLE
All I Want for Christmas  arr. Mac Huff

MARCHING BAND
King Tony
Sacred Geometry of Chance (I, II, III)  Ian Grom/John Mapes
        (featuring “The Gambler”); Helen Hoang, flute soloist

INTERMISSION (10 minutes)

* denotes an officer
# denotes section leader
**ADVANCED ORCHESTRA**

**VIOLA**
- Benjamin Dao#
- Tiffany Lam
- BRANDAN TRAN
- Amy Nguyen
- William Martino

**BLUE VIOLIN**
- Michelle Vu#
- Yenli Nguyen*
- Justin Pham
- Vivian Nguyen
- Jennifer Chau
- Eric Pham
- Michelle Juarez*
- Jordan Douangmala
- Viviann Nguyen

**GOLD VIOLIN**
- Jessie Nguyen#
- Paul Phan
- Timothy Trinh
- Laura Nguyen
- Julia Ngo
- Joachim Do
- Jessica Gomez
- Samantha Dinh*
- Esther Dinh*
- Geneva Nguyen

**CELLO**
- Huyill Ngos
- Chelsea Lee#
- Joann Lai
- Paul Cao
- Anthony Nguyen

**BASS**
- Bryan Phan#
- Linh Phan#
- Emily Ton
- Minh-Khoi Do

---

**ADVANCED ORCHESTRA**

**BLUE VIOLIN**
- Michelle Vu#
- Yenli Nguyen*
- Justin Pham
- Vivian Nguyen
- Jennifer Chau
- Eric Pham
- Michelle Juarez*
- Jordan Douangmala
- Viviann Nguyen

**GOLD VIOLIN**
- Jessie Nguyen#
- Paul Phan
- Timothy Trinh
- Laura Nguyen
- Julia Ngo
- Joachim Do
- Jessica Gomez
- Samantha Dinh*
- Esther Dinh*
- Geneva Nguyen

**CELLO**
- Huyill Ngos
- Chelsea Lee#
- Joann Lai
- Paul Cao
- Anthony Nguyen

**BASS**
- Bryan Phan#
- Linh Phan#
- Emily Ton
- Minh-Khoi Do

---

**CLARINET**
- Leonardo Aviles
- Megan Dinh#
- David Hoang
- Boi-Hao Huang#
- Marybeth Lai
- Andy Nguyen
- Huyen Nguyen
- Phoebe Nguyen
- James Pham
- Krista
- Phanpraphou
- Jonathan Tang
- Quang Tang
- Daniela Torres
- Karla Vasquez
- Vivianne Vo
- Quynh Ha

**ALTO SAX**
- Sadie Adams
- Matthew Enochs
- Andrew Ha
- Albert Hong
- Elizabeth Lai
- Casey Le
- Christina Ly
- Sarah
- Medina#
- Andrew Ngo
- Anh Nguyen
- Thalia Nguyen
- Jesus Perdomo
- Kenn Son
- Trevor Takao
- Vanessa Tran*
- Tiffany Trinh
- Vivian Truong
- Vy Vo

**TENOR SAX**
- Michelle Do
- Vincent Do
- Brian Letu
- James Pham
- Christopher Tathanhlong
- Annastacia Tran
- Don Tran

**BASS CLARINET**
- Ivan Phou

**BARITONE SAX**
- Joseph Cherney#
- Sandy Le

---

**SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA**

Christmas at the Movies
- Miracle on 34th Street – The Polar Express – Somewhere In My Memory
- Making Christmas – Where Are You Christmas?
- arr. Bob Krogstad

**FINALE**

Hallelujah from The Messiah
- G. F. Handel (1685-1759)
- Daniel Nguyen and Brian Tieu, student accompanists
STRING ORCHESTRA

CELLO
- Emily Dao
- Nathalie Flores
- Kelly Hu
- Anna Nguyen
- Dorothy Nguyen
- Karen Nguyen
- Sarah Nguyen
- Annastacia Tran
- Dylan Vuong

VIOLIN
- Loulya Al Charbaji
- Danny Bahra
- Laura Bahra
- Tommy Bui
- Sandra Garcia
- Nguyen (Robin) Dang
- Jenny Do
- Jenny Lam
- Jenny Le
- Tri Le
- Anna (Angela) Ngo
- Aithy Nguyen
- Joseph Nguyen
- Taylor Nguyen
- Winston Nguyen
- Kent Nitta
- Brian Pham
- Jennifer Pham
- Christina Phan
- Marilyn Phan
- Nina
- Sisombath
- Nhatminh Tang
- Nalyn
- Tanwongprasert
- Ann Tran
- Colin Tran
- Kathy Tran
- My-Anh Trinh*
- Chelsea Truong
- Ethan Vu
- Kaitlyn Vu*
- Brian Vuong

VIOLA
- Chau Hoang
- Kristine Nguyen
- Kayla Schweitzer
- Vivianne Vo

BASS
- Alex Hong
- Iris Martinez
- Britney Tran
- Dan Vu

CONCERT CHOIR (PER. 2)

Evelyn Anguian
Joanne Dinh
Huy Do
Jonathan Do
Khai Do
Claudio Espinoza
Tatum Hoang
Austen Huynh
Khanh Le
Tristan Miller
Brandee Nguyen
Erik Nguyen
Josie Nguyen
Melissa Nguyen
Evan Ruiz
Helen To
Khoa To
Tracy Trinh
Nhu Truong
Thuy Vu

CONCERT CHOIR (PER. 3)

Mark Asaad
Dylan Barahow
John Barrientos
Tien Cao
Khang Do
Guowen Du
Moneka Erian
Khang Giang
Brian Hong
Nha Nguyen
Fariha Jalil
Cristina Jimenez
Ngoc Le
Vy Le
George Mikhail
Tien Ngo
Anh Nguyen
Ashley Nguyen
Duy Nguyen
Hoa Nguyen
Vu
Huyen Nguyen
Khanh Nguyen
Lauren Nguyen
Luan Nguyen
Nga Nguyen
Nhi Nguyen
Quyen Nguyen
Sean Nguyen
Thanh Nguyen
Truong Nguyen
Nhu Pham
Phuc Quach Phan
Samoul Samy
Vebronia Tinoco
Kim Tran
Man Vu
Monson Wilson

VOCAL ENSEMBLE

Hannah Amarith
Monica Bui
Bang Cao
Breanna Castaneda
Tammy Dang
Vincent Dang
Andrew Dinh
Johnathan Dinh
Jamie Dong
Long Ho
Paul Ho
Dahyuk Kim
Cindy Lam
Larry Lam
Bryan Le
Tin Math
Jayson Mitchell
AnnMarie Ngo
Au Ngo
Hillary Ngo
Angela Nguyen
Calvin Nguyen
Daniel Nguyen
Lizi Nguyen
Katherine Nguyen
Kelly Nguyen
Leon Nguyen
Tammy Nguyen
Thang Nguyen
Thanh Nguyen
Tran Nguyen
Stephanie Nitta
Anh Phan
Kimberly Pruit
James Thieu
Brian Tieu
Paulina Tran
Tracy Trinh
Bach Vo

* denotes an officer
# denotes section leader